we are living through a personal transportation revolution
a new era of less car ownership
Today car seats need to stay with the child, not the car.
a child restraint
- for every child
- in every car
- on every journey
- every time

the mifold vision

mifold
mifold range
introducing hifold

The world’s most adjustable booster - grows and goes with your child
introducing hifold
"multi-fit” technology with 243 individual settings for optimal belt fit and comfort
hifold – the world’s most adjustable booster

• **Comfort**: fits the child irrespective of size & shape. Continues to adjust to fit as he/she grows

• **Safety**: the lap and shoulder belt guides always adjust the seat belt to optimally fit the child securely.

• **Range**: one of the broadest height and weight ranges suitable for children 33-100 lbs and 36-59 inches
hifold – the world’s most portable highback

- **Storage** folds down to a super-compact size making it easy to store
  - 3X smaller
  - Only 8.8 lbs.

- **Travel** lightweight and comes with a built-in carry strap making it ideal for on-the-go usage occasions including travel, taxis, carpooling, ride share, grandparents etc.

- **Global**: regulated for use all around the world making it the world’s first truly global booster seat
hifold and safety

hifold is regulated under

- ECE R44.4 for most of the world,
- NHTSA standard FMVSS 213
- CCC for China
- RSSR CMVSS 213 for Canada

Advanced engineering for optimum safety and comfort

- optimally adjusts belt fit
- 6 advanced impact protection zones
- 4 layers for comfort and protection – EPE, EVA, PU foam and Polypropylene shell
- advanced lightweight materials
- patented adjustable lap and shoulder guides
This product is protected by patents and registrations worldwide. 
hifold – key benefits summary

- **adjustable**: 243 different individual settings – tailormade for every child

- **safe**: patented design ensures secure seatbelt fit for optimum safety

- **portable**: lightweight and folds down for ultimate storage and supreme portability
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